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Golden triangle tours are the most sought tour packages of India that is covers three ancient cities
of the India named Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. During these tours, you will have a golden opportunity to
get experience about wonderful travel things of British, Rajput and Mughal period. You will have a
wonderful opportunity to see seven magnificent world heritage sites have been recognized by
UNESCO. Golden Triangle is the first priority for every traveler from all over the world whom makes
a plan for India Tours. Lots of catchy and Picky travel spots in this city that is attracted travelers.

The magnificent histories of India are still dynamically alive and talk quantity in the forms of good
tourist destination. Amazing way of life and customs are the main attractive part in these three
golden triangle cities of India- Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. The Golden Triangle Tours offers just the
perfect package to explore and experience for the northern side of India.  So travelers come from all
over the world every year and get amazing experience its historical view of India during Golden
Triangle Tours in India.

The India Golden Triangle excursion takes visitors through all the greatness, glorious royal cities of
India. In other words, it lets visitors have an insight into Mughal greatness and the regal legacy in
the capital city. Delhi is the splendid Mughal architectural prettiness in Agra and the mixture of
intriguing culture, tradition and stunning construction marvels in Jaipur. This Golden Triangle tour is
one of the best demanded tour packages in India for travelers, and it shows the incredible tradition
of India that can never be found any country in the world. Every visitor is secure a great time with
amazing tour and travel knowledge.  There are three cities that are belonged to a golden triangle
circuit in India, and these three cities are come under in north India tours.

Delhi is a place of rich architecture heritage site and cultural states of India. From the most intriguing
scenes in the lane to hosts of primeval as well as modern architectural prettiness attracts a tourist
from around the world. There is major focus area is Red Fort, Qutub Minar, Jama Masjid,
Humayun's Tomb, Raj Ghat, India Gate, Lotus Temple, Rashtrapati Bhawan and others.

Agra is another well-known city among with lover traveler due to Taj Mahal; it is the symbol of love
and situated near the bank of Yamuna River. The Mughal period elegant monuments are spread all
over the Agra, and its amazing architectural prettiness shows the ancient India history. Agra Fort
and Fatehpur Sikri are also an attraction of this city that is pulling the highest number of travelers
from around the world. These historical monuments are recognized by UNESCO as a heritage site.

Rajasthan is a dream destination point for every tourist because there lots of several things
available in Rajasthan. Jaipur is the capital of Rajasthan and is also called Pink city. The Hawa
Mahal and amber Fort are a major tourist destination points that is very famous for magnificent forts.
Pushkar Fair is very popular because for camel trading. There is a several temple is here that is
belonged to Jainism. The Dilwara temple is a bunch of temples very well-known for the Jain
devotees.
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Amanda Bos is rendering services for a  India Golden Triangle Tour, a Taj Mahal Tours India and a
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